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introduction

In 1900 an actor sporting a hat and suit appeared on stage at the California
Theater near San Francisco’s Union Square. Singing “Rag Time Mixes My
Brain,” the performer, who might have appeared to be a man, actually was a
woman named Mary Marble. While she sang about nonsensical American
slang that fuddled the brain, her presence as a woman in man-drag likely sig-
naled an additional “mix[ing] of the brain.” Gender impersonators such as
Marble particularly delighted theatergoers at the turn of the century.1 Not far
from the applause of the California Theater, recent immigrants from Japan
gathered for a group photograph in Golden Gate Park. Nearly all of the thirty-
six men wore Western-style outfits, three-piece ensembles of white collared
shirts, buttoned vests, and matching blazers. Some had topped their outfits
with ties or tailored hats. The event marked an important moment for these
neatly dressed men.2 Though separated by only a few miles, Mary Marble and
the young immigrant men appeared worlds apart— one of performance and
recreation and the other of community building in a harshly anti-Asian city. As
much as the two realities appeared to exist on separate planes, they in fact
shared one terrain, for they both enacted mindful masquerades. As perform-
ers beguiled audiences in their gender transformations, Japanese immigrants
deliberately donned Western dress in hopes of transforming themselves into
“Americans.” Together, they revealed coexisting ideologies of passing and
privilege that grew complicated along the axes of gender and race.

By taking on deliberate presentations, both groups manipulated their iden-
tities visually to mask a perhaps physically unchangeable part of themselves.
Gender illusionists who successfully passed as a different gender made gains at
the box office. Japanese immigrants who wore Western dress less successfully
transformed their race, despite their “American” appearance. Ironically, local
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Mary Marble performing in man-drag at the California Theater. Gustav Luders, “Rag Time Mixes My
Brain,” score, 1900, San Francisco History Center, San Francisco New Main Public Library, San Fran-
cisco.
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whites who would not see Japanese immigrants as Americans celebrated the ki-
mono and, specifically, the Japanese femininity it signified. Their embrace of
Japanese dress as exotic amusement would only reinforce the “alien” status of
Japanese San Franciscans. This essay suggests not only the historical norma-
tivity of a multiplicity of masquerades existing in turn-of-the-century San
Francisco, but also calls into question the naturalness of American immigrants
adopting Western dress. In the face of Chinese San Franciscans who less visu-
ally incorporated American items into their dress, Japanese abandonment of
their ethnic dress might prove odd indeed.

Finally, juxtaposing theatrical gender impersonators with Japanese im-
migrants forges additional links between queer theory and ethnic studies
scholarship. While queer theorists question the very foundational categories 
of power, gender, and sexuality in ethnic studies scholarship, they have con-
versely been criticized for their inability to address issues of race and apply
their discursive theories on the material world.3 Indeed, after the disassem-
bling of categories, queer theory may appear to have little practical application.
Scholarship on race, on the other hand, takes for granted fundamental cate-
gories of enfranchised and disenfranchised, men and women, white and non-
white to address more pressing questions of social inequalities. Moreover, in-
dividuals at the turn of the century hardly questioned how their gender or race
might be socially constructed. For many it might seem anachronistic to graft
postmodern theories of sexuality and gender onto people of the past.

Yet que(e)rying Japanese immigrant dress, interrogating and questioning its
normalcy in the face of accepted gender impersonators, illustrates not only the
most obvious—how gender and racial categories operated differently in one
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moment of time—but also suggests the less decipherable intimate issue of
how and why one method of accessing power and passing proved acceptable
and others did not. Unquestionable categories of gender would allow for some
degree of acceptance of male and female crossings, while embattled categories
of race and its attending privileges foregrounded the confinement of Japanese
in a nonwhite racial category. Ironically, daily realities demonstrated how
crossing gender appeared much more possible than traversing the indelible
marker of race. Gender impersonators for the most part passed and profited.
Japanese immigrants, despite their Western dress, failed to convince the city or
the nation of their “American” status and suffered from individualized assaults
as well as larger discriminatory measures that restricted their economic liveli-
hood. While both groups used the potential power of masquerades to imagine
themselves beyond the constraints of their physical bodies, only one convinced
the American public to believe in its alternate identity. As a city openly dis-
cussing its varied gender expressions and diverse ethnicities for a brief window
at the turn of the century, San Francisco proved to be a productive location to
examine the concurrent development of gender and racial ideologies.

gender crossings

When Mary Marble crooned onstage in man-drag, she existed as one of many
actors who acceptably crossed into different genders on stage. Gender imper-
sonators were popular theatrical specialties across the country.4 Particularly in
San Francisco, gender impersonators took on aesthetic significance. More
than just a prank, appearing on stage as a different sex signaled an impressive
skill that drew praise from local reviewers. While the popularity of such per-
formances appeared to signal an acceptance of fluidity in gender categories,
additional representation of cross-dressing in the local press and in the courts
revealed how rigid ideas of gender in fact undergirded San Francisco’s delight
in gender illusionists.

At first glance, the broad popularity and praise of gender impersonators in
local publications seemed to signal gender fluidity, in the theatrical world at the
very least. Reviews and representations of these performances frequently ap-
peared in the city dailies such as the San Francisco Chronicle, the San Francisco

Call, and the San Francisco Examiner. Widely circulated literary serials pub-
lished outside the city, such as the Overland Monthly, elaborated not just on 
local performances but also on intriguing international events. The lesser-
known Wasp Magazine, a local illustrated magazine of satire devoted to the lo-
cal arts, regularly addressed several pages of its weekly to gender imperson-
ations. Finally, theater records such as playbills, scripts, promotional material,
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and other items showed how gender impersonations on stage served as a seri-
ous aesthetic endeavor.

Local newspapers expressly commended crowd-drawing male and female
impersonators as a popular form of entertainment. In 1897, a young man with
very “shapely legs” skipped across stage at the Columbia Theater. The Chron-

icle’s theater critic described the play, Devil’s Auction, as “capital entertain-
ment,” especially since the young man, in fact, was a woman.5 At the Colum-
bia Theater, “Stuart,” the famous female impersonator, graced the stage in the
production of 1492.6 In 1899, the Wasp praised Gladys Montague, the “cham-
pion cake walker and male impersonator of the Pacific Coast,” who at seven
years of age held a collection of medals.7 Mary Marble herself reflected the
popularity and utility of gender impersonation in performance. In a previous
1898 play, Marble, along with four other women actors, appeared in male attire
at the Columbia Theater in A Milk White Flag.8

Moreover, critics praised gender impersonators as art, rather than regarding
it as ridiculous comedy. In 1900, two curly-headed boys, Ellis and Edwin
Smedley, enacted the tragic romance between Romeo and Juliet. The Call

praised the “clever chaps” for their clarity and sincerity in acting. “Adult actors
could take a lesson from them.” 9 The Chronicle also commended Walter Leon,
only eight years old, for his recitations, all given with the poses, mannerisms,
and characteristic expressions of a little girl. “He is a strikingly handsome
youngster [with] long golden curls. Gowned after the most approved feminine
style, with his pretty ringlets fluffing about his delicate face, the clever little fel-
low will go through his really artistic work with perfect self-possession.” 10

When the Overland Monthly’s Dora Amsden applauded men costumed as
women in Japanese Noh Theater, she explicitly used the language of art as she
described the Japanese male actors with “slender nut brown fingers” hypno-
tizing the audience as they balanced their personas between the masculine and
feminine. She recounted how the spectators went “wild with excitement” and
flung their personal accessories and clothes they wore at the feet of their fa-
vorite. She praised “Genoski, the great female personator, whose face has the
delicate contour of the aristocratic Japanese woman.” Though Amsden may
have articulated Orientalist sentiments of Japan as a nation imbued with fem-
inine gentility, she highlighted its refinement in its gender performance.11 She
privileged the theater by comparing it to the Delphic Oracles, Shakespeare,
and theater of the Grecian days.12 In these artistically acclaimed performances,
successful passing into a different gender remained fundamental.

Sympathetic portrayals of women wearing male attire in local newspapers
seemed to signal acceptability of gender fluidity further. Neither strongly sen-
sational nor pejorative, both the Call and the Chronicle might have appeared
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sensitive even by twenty-first century standards. Articles extolled these indi-
viduals and used pronouns that fit their immediate gender presentation.13 The
local dailies generally reported positively on women who wore male attire off
the stage. In 1898, the Chronicle cited Mrs. William Kreiger, who attained local
fame with her male attire. Despite initial notoriety, her community in Oak-
land quickly came to support her. The paper praised her as a “woman of great
benevolence,” “endear[ing]” to many.14 In the previous year the Call praised
twenty-two-year-old Clara Jensen’s determination as a “full fledged knight of
the road.” Dressed in man’s garb with a roll of blankets across her back, Jensen
had footed it all the way from San Francisco to Fresno in April 1897. She was
on her way to her parents’ home in Fort Worth, Texas, after her husband of
only one year had deserted her.15

For those who literally passed as men, reporters also wrote sympathetically.
In 1897 the Chronicle put forth the idea that women should be allowed to ride
racing horses, after a stable accident in England led doctors to discover an
eighteen-year-old stable groom was a woman. The stable owner himself de-
clared that it would be advantageous for women to race because of their light
weight and devotion to the horses.16 In the same year, Billy Johnson likewise
received praise from both the Call and Chronicle for his “correct life,” chop-
ping and cording wood for money between jobs, despite his “tramping”
lifestyle in a “dusty roads fraternity.” Newspapers described Johnson as “good
looking” and “affable.” Johnson had been fired from a previous restaurant job
when the owner’s wife suspected something awry with his “smooth face” and
“graceful movement.” In their article, the Chronicle markedly referred to John-
son as “he” until “she” pleaded guilty to the charge of impersonation.17

While articles generally appeared receptive of real-life gender crossings in
language, their very appearance in local publications may have signaled their
primary worth as potent curiosities that would draw readers. The frequent
portrayals in the local press then may have more accurately reflected publish-
ers’ capitalizing on gender fluidity’s oddity rather than accepting it. In a favor-
able article on Babe Bean, a woman reporter who lived as a man, the Chronicle

wrote, “The Stockton Mall has a special writer who is a curiosity in more re-
spects than one.” 18 Additionally, when three men and one woman robbed a
bank, the Chronicle headline read “Woman Bandit in Male Attire.” While the
text of the article detailed only the robbery itself, the curiosity of a woman in
male attire headlined the heist. The Chronicle likely hoped to profit from the
titillation of a cross-dresser in a story about a perhaps otherwise usual bank
robbery.19

The one derisive article depicting women passing as men revealed rigid
boundaries of gender. In the retelling of Babe Bean’s 1897 train accident in the
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Chronicle, the headline read “Miss Bean Not an Up to Date Young Man” and
accused Bean of “trying to play the boy” by jumping off the train as it was mov-
ing. The article underlined Bean’s feminine sex in light of her failed attempts at
masculinity, which in turn highlighted the discrete categories of male and fe-
male in which Bean lived.20 Additionally, even the clearly favorable reports
subtly revealed how specific characteristics could be appropriate to only one
sex. The Call praised male impersonator Alice Condon’s performance on stage.
For example, the fourteen-year-old’s “strong,” “true” voice and pleasing “car-
rying” quality made her “naturally adapted” for gender transformation. The
“Native Daughter Should Have Been a Boy,” the headline declared.21

Furthermore, illustrated representations of gender blurring or confusion
more often became sites of comedy or ridicule rather than art. A 1900 full-page
pictorial in the Call, titled “How San Francisco Notables Look in Theatrical
Roles,” assigned fourteen dignified urbanites to female bodies. Heads of San
Francisco notables such as Judge W.W. Morrow, Mayor Phelan, David Starr
Jordan, and Joaquin Miller perched atop bodies of famous female theatrical
roles such as Cleopatra, Juliet, Cinderella, and Lady Macbeth.22 As rugged
bearded faces sat atop female gowned bodies, the jarring images more likely
entertained readers by the misplaced juxtaposition rather than portraying a
well-regarded aesthetic.

In an 1898 cartoon in the Wasp, Hannibal Flirtatious became the butt of a
joke when he approached from behind an individual he believed to be a
woman. As he stepped up to offer her an umbrella, he thought to himself, “Ah
hah! I’ll just ask that beauty to get in out of the wet.” When she turned around,
she revealed herself to be a male porter. The porter responded, “Naw, I don’t
want no umbrella, I’m waterin’ dere plant see.” Flirtatious jumped back in hor-
ror, dropping his umbrella and monocle. He was indeed “disillusioned,” as the
title of the cartoon read.23 The humor that framed Hannibal Flirtatious’s mis-
take defused the horror that gender fluidity might bring, the “wrong” gender
in the pursuit of a romantic partner.

One illustrated frame in the Wasp on the newest fashion trends additionally
demonstrated rigid categories of gender even in its most recent reconfigura-
tion. “Where Shall the Line Be Drawn,” read the title. Two women appeared,
one in bloomers and a blazer and the other in a late Victorian dress. As they
faced off, “Miss Primm” argued with “Miss Manly.” While the labeling of the
gowned woman as “Miss Primm” revealed disdain for lingering conservative
dress, the articulation of “Miss Manly” equally revealed gender ideologies that
had little tolerance for gender crossings.24

In a most telling cartoon in the Chronicle, individuals who did not neces-
sarily fit discrete categories of male or female were derided. The strip titled
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“Personal Pronouns Up-To-Date,” San Francisco Chronicle,

June 27, 1897.
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“Personal Pronouns Up-to-date” displayed three frames of images that defined
gender. The first frame pictured a woman smoking a cigarette, dressed in a
jacket, blazer, necktie, and bloomers. She wore short hair and a tailored hat.
Under her image sat the caption “She.” The second frame showed a man in a
jacket, collared shirt, belted knickers, and a driving hat. He clutched a golf club
and the caption underneath read “He.” In the final image appeared an indi-
vidual in an overcoat, an oversized bowtie, and a derby hat. Underneath this
third image read the caption “It.” Those who fell outside even the most up-to-
date versions of gender became dehumanized.25

The city’s commitment to distinct gender presentations becomes clearer
with a San Francisco city ordinance adopted in 1903 that prohibited cross-
dressing. Section one noted, “It shall be unlawful for any person to appear,
upon any public highway in the dress, clothing or apparel not belonging to or
usually worn by his or her sex.” Courts convicted violators of a misdemeanor,
with a maximum punishment of a $500 fine and six months in county jail.26

Enactment of the code may have come as no surprise, because frequent articles
on gender crossers and the rise of mannish attire in women’s fashion likely ag-
gravated anxieties. However, even before the law took effect, police had been
arresting those who donned clothes of a different sex under laws that prohib-
ited impersonation. When San Francisco detectives discovered Babe Bean was
in fact a woman wearing male attire, Bean wound up at the police station ex-
plaining how traveling in trousers and a coat afforded “more protection than
skirts.” 27 Likewise, authorities arrested George Crowley when he wore his
mother-in-law’s dress and bonnet and accompanied his father-in-law to a
nearby saloon.28

Thus San Franciscans to a large extent remained heavily invested in stable
categories of male and female. Their beliefs perhaps coincided with a national
consensus that supported discrete biological and moral definitions of male and
female.29 During this “golden age of impersonation,” performers probably re-
inforced notions of polarized gender difference. Actors marketed themselves
as magicians, performing the unimaginable feat of crossing into the role of 
the opposite sex. Gender cross-dressing sold as “magic” drew audiences who
firmly believed in innate differences between the sexes. Social acceptance of
performances such as that of the nationally acclaimed cross-dresser Julian
Eltinge relied on this fundamental assumption that an impossible divide ex-
isted between men and women.30 Though their physical performances seemed
to muddy gender categories, men and women who impersonated the opposite
sex in the early twentieth century did not profoundly challenge contemporary
notions of gender among the middle-class audiences who enthusiastically and
comfortably enjoyed their productions. Instead, these socially acceptable per-
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formances in San Francisco likely mirrored and solidified existing gender
norms as serious demonstrations of ideal femininity and masculinity.

dressing “american”

As female and male impersonators profited by crossing apparently imperme-
able categories of gender, so Japanese immigrants donning Western dress or
youfuku less successfully crossed into what they believed to be more permeable
categories of “American.” 31 Immigration records, newspaper images, family
pictures, group photographs, and individual portraits trace Japanese adoption
of youfuku, reflecting immigrants’ hopes of gaining acceptance in the United
States. Their dress diverged significantly from that of their Japanese contem-
poraries in Japan who customarily wore Japanese dress or wafuku. While up-
per-class men in Japan increasingly adopted Western style as a new trend sig-
nifying education and high culture, the vast majority in Japan remained in
wafuku.32 As Japanese San Franciscans recorded themselves on film, they par-
ticipated in an American fascination with photography that had recently be-
come accessible to the middle classes as well. Though the Western images did
not depict the most up-to-date in American fashion or format, they nonethe-
less demonstrated their subjects’ dedication to, if not success in, being per-
ceived as “American.”

Photographs of immigrants arriving at Angel Island Immigration Station
before disembarking at San Francisco show that most individuals landed wear-
ing Japanese rather than Western dress.33 Without access to a clothier or beauty
salon for a San Francisco coif, they remained in Japanese style or wafuku while
being detained. In photographs documenting Angel Island, large numbers of
Japanese women appeared in Japanese dress. In carefully crafted photographs,
Japanese women posed in kimonos held together with neatly tied obi. In 
candid pictures, Japanese women in traditional hairstyles and wafuku stood
overlooking the cove or on the roof of the administration building at Angel 
Island.34 Interestingly, soon after authorities released women from the immi-
gration detention center, Japanese women appeared in one- or two-piece skirt
and dress ensembles. Several Issei, the first generation of Japanese to arrive in
the United States, recalled a visit to the Western clothier shop as one of their
first destinations after landing in San Francisco. In the group of recently ar-
rived Japanese in Golden Gate Park, all posed in Western dress.35

In a thirty-eight-page spread congratulating Japan’s military prowess in the
annexation of Korea, the Chronicle included articles on the Japanese in the city
as well as across the Pacific. A full-page pictorial displayed portraits of twenty-
five “men of prominence” in the “local Japanese colony.” All the men had their
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hair cropped short, appropriate to contemporary styles, and all wore Western
suits. Nineteen of the twenty-five also dignified their visages by sporting the
bushy mustache common among Americans in the early 1900s.36 Brief cap-
tions accompanied the photographs detailing advanced degrees from presti-
gious universities.37 Clearly all these men fit ideal American male aesthetics in
their style if not in their skin color.

Family portraits consistently revealed wives and mothers wearing Western
dress.38 Parents also dressed children in Western clothes. Kay and Sawako
Tsuchiya, two and five years old, wore dresses with trimmed collar and sleeves,
holding delicately dressed dolls. A big white bow held Sawako’s hair.39 In a 1915
portrait, a cook and his wife who labored at the Leonard home on Fulton
Street also posed in Western dress. While the man wore a suit, the woman wore
a high-necked dress and puffed white hat that resembled a giant cotton ball.40

Additionally, a 1922 photo of David Fukuda at one hundred days old pictured
him in a white trimmed dress, an outfit reflecting lingering Victorian norms.41

Even in environments that specifically promoted Japanese culture, photo-
graphs revealed participants in Western clothes. In a 1909 photo of the Japa-
nese language school on Sutter Street, adults and children wore appropriately
gendered Western garb.42 An illustration of a group of men at a kendo club
showed Japanese men dressed in Western suits or protective kendo gear. Their
collective identity based on ethnicity and culture proved important to the
members, not only in their regular meetings for language or kendo training,
but also in the taking of the group photograph.43 Their cultural solidarity,
however, did not motivate the men to wear Japanese garb. None wore wafuku

in the group photograph.44

At wedding ceremonies as well, brides increasingly wore Western style wed-
ding dresses, not flowing kimonos. In the Ichikawa wedding portrait, the
groom wore a white bow tie and long tuxedo jacket, while the bride donned a
frilly white dress with delicate trim. A veil, an elaborate hairpiece, and white
gloves accessorized her outfit. Flowers bedecked her Mary-Jane shoes.45 Some
couples did exhibit more cultural fusion. In these cases, grooms typically wore
tuxedos, but some women wore the more traditional black wedding kimonos.
Even for these brides, though, a Western bridal hairpiece and a veil topped
their ensembles. One bride wore white gloves with her wedding kimono. For
many of the wedding portraits the only item “Japanese” besides the ethnicity
of the individuals themselves may have been the decorative cherry blossoms
that often accessorized the photo shoot.46

Japanese women also participated in the national trends of portraiture for
young American society women. Beauty shots akin to debutante portfolios 
celebrated blossoming young womanhood. Photography studios such as 
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Motoyoshi and Moriyama in Japantown developed headshots for young
women to distribute among friends and family. Hana Ohama wore a lacy white
dress, white gloves, and a hat with a big plume hanging over the side. As she sat
upright, her positive posture pushed her breasts forward while her hands
rested in her lap.47 Kikuye Okuye’s gloved fingers supported her slightly tilted
head at the chin. Her dress fell across her shoulders to form a “V” down her
front, where it was fastened with a brooch.48 An additional photograph from
the Uakahara family presented a profile of a woman peering out the window
as she gently pulled back the curtain. Bedecked in a lacy beaded dress that
flowed to the floor, she wore a white flower in her short wavy hair parted to the
side. A large diamond ring conspicuously enveloped her left ring finger.49

For Japanese San Franciscans, their Western clothing probably reflected
their efforts to gain American acceptance. Japanese Americanist Yuji Ichioka
noted that Issei community leaders and Japanese government officials detailed
a policy of fitting into its American population, which included dress.50 Histo-
rian Eiichiro Azuma similarly noted that the Japanese community grew fearful
of white American conflation of Chinese and Japanese into the same group. At
the turn of the century, Chinese and Japanese who already shared a history of
warfare hardly thought of themselves as allies, even in anti-Asian California,
where both groups became targets of discrimination with little distinction be-
tween the two. Japanese government officials and other elites explicitly de-
nounced “uncivilized” Japanese who lacked Western appearance and com-
pared them unfavorably with the Chinese.51 Migrating Japanese additionally
left a home country where print media had already popularized narratives of
“self-made men” such as Andrew Carnegie, Theodore Roosevelt, and Abra-
ham Lincoln. Many young Japanese hoped to project these images of under-
privileged, ambitious men who succeeded in rising from “empty pockets 
to millionaires” or “log cabin to the presidency.” Part of achieving this goal
meant adopting the very American dress that these self-made heroes wore.52

An 1899 Togasaki family portrait eloquently portrayed the aspirations of
Japanese immigrants as they sought to enjoy a piece of the American pie. The
young father wore a suit and tie, while the wife wore a dress with black plumed
hat. The two children also wore Western clothes. Yet more telling than merely
the Western-style clothes themselves were the detail and finishing touches of
the children’s presentations. The small boy donned an outfit reminiscent of a
U.S. soldier’s uniform. Both children clutched American flags. For Asian im-
migrants unable to naturalize, traditional symbols of American citizenship
and nationalism, the U.S. flag and participation in the military, proved partic-
ularly ironic.53
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Photograph of Togasaki Family, 1899, Issei Project, National Japanese American Historical Society,
San Francisco.
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Japanese immigrants who took great pride in their national origin less likely
hoped to become actual white Americans and more likely hoped to take great
advantage of American privileges. The Japanese in exodus at the turn of the
century considered themselves to be both “emigrating” and “colonizing.” Jap-
anese immigrants who strove for acceptance and success on the West Coast re-
mained invested in their Japanese identity, and their desire to assimilate then
became a part of expressing Japanese nationalism.54 In masquerade, they
hoped for equal access to opportunities that racism would deny based on ap-
pearances that associated them as outsiders. For the Japanese, their masquer-
ades became a more serious act of fitting into a city often fearful of the unfa-
miliar. They existed as mindful masquerades, constructed thoughtfully rather
than arising “naturally” from living in San Francisco in hopes of acquiring
their American dream.55

Notably, Japanese self-representations on film may have been not completely
“American” in form. According to historian Alan Trachtenberg, American
photographers had established a distinct sitting protocol for portraiture by the
1870s. Though the middle-class daguerreotype portraits from an earlier time
hoped to capture bodies without regard to composure, by the late nineteenth
century photographers moved to overcome the “intractable countenance,” the
face that would not “relax or mellow or glow with ‘expression.’” In the late
nineteenth century, photographer W. S. Haley explicitly instructed that “[the]
posture of person sitting for the portrait should be easy and unconstrained; the
feet and hands neither projecting too much, nor drawn too far back; the eyes
should be directed a little sideways above the camera, and fixed upon some ob-
ject there, but never upon the apparatus since this would tend to impart to the
face a dolorous, dissatisfied look.” Photographer Albert S. Southworth elabo-
rated the chief goal of the portrait as a look of animation, intelligence, inner
character. The photographed should will themselves into a desired expression
that matched their self-image and look anywhere but into the lens.56

However, few of Japanese San Franciscans’ photographs from the early
twentieth century displayed animation or mood-inspiring manipulation. Sit-
ters sat stiffly, stared directly into the camera with an expressionless face, and
presented what Haley undoubtedly would have criticized as an “intractable
countenance.” Though Japanese dressed in Western clothes, their poses for the
most part remained frozen in a time that preceded 1900s San Francisco by at
least two decades. Their poses may have replicated sitting styles of their picture-
taking cohorts in Japan. In a photographic exposé by clothing scholars Etsuji
Tanida and Mitsue Koike, images of Japanese in Japan from the 1890s and early
1900s all revealed expressionless faces staring directly into the camera.57

Japanese American portraiture appeared more conservative in content as
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well as form. Immigrant women did not appear in the most current styles dur-
ing the earliest years of the twentieth century. Western dress for Japanese
women meant enacting more traditional styles of American dress. While the
city’s trendiest female dressers donned fashionable bloomers, blazers, neckties,
and vests that some commentators criticized as “mannish,” Japanese women
in San Francisco had themselves photographed in late Victorian gowns. More
than just conservative, these outfits may have struck some San Franciscans as
outdated in these more “modern” times of the “New Woman.” 58 For the im-
migrant Japanese, dressing “American” more likely meant capturing an imag-
ined, obviously occidental, aesthetic rather than keeping up with the most re-
cent and sometimes hair-raising styles.

dressing japanese

As Japanese sought to abandon Japanese dress, San Francisco whites in fact
embraced the kimono in literary and visual imagery as well as embodiment.
While white writers eroticized Japanese women clothed in Japanese style,
white women in particular clamored to dress Japanese. Articles of Japanese
femininity appealed to white San Franciscans at a time when the meaning of
womanhood was changing. Japanese womanhood symbolized a “lost” femi-
ninity in the shadow of the “New Woman.” The ideal of Japanese femininity
enhanced whites’ personal lives on a very public level.59 San Franciscans sym-
pathetic to Japanese aesthetics would ask Japanese acquaintances to wear ki-
monos, as well. These demands ultimately imposed a second kind of cross-
dressing on Japanese immigrants, reminding them of the alien status they
sought to overcome.

Beginning in the mid-1890s, contributors to the Overland Monthly fre-
quently set what they believed to be desirable Japanese traditional femininity
in contrast to that of “American” women. In 1906 Charles Lorrimer described
Japanese women as “rare exotics” with more patience than American girls.60

Celebrations of Japanese women appeared in magazines, journals, and news-
papers. In photographs, “pretty teahouse girls” dressed in kimonos gazed in-
nocently into the camera. In poetry and short stories, “sweet” and “doll-like”
Japanese women in “soft kimono” and “silken zori” arose from mystical set-
tings such as a “tiny garden.” Narratives wove tales of romantic love between
Japanese women and white men that would nearly always end in the death of
the Japanese women. Even in tragic endings, short stories would evoke the ki-
mono, as the Japanese woman, for example, collapsed into a “bundle of silk.” 61

Furthermore, in Olive Dilbert’s 1907 short story of a Japanese woman’s fall to
doom, the protagonist Umeko-san wore Western dress as she deserted her
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more traditional husband for a more Western man. Wearing a big white
plumed hat, Umeko sashayed out the door to run off with Satsumoto-san, 
a smooth talker who expounded on the virtues of divorce and women’s 
independence.62

White women essayists also articulated Japanese women’s sexual desirability
while invoking Japanese feminine dress. While writers such as Hester A. Bene-
dict spun smooth romances between a white male protagonist and a Japanese
woman, others such as Grace Hibbard and Gertrude Holloway wrote of desir-
ing Japanese women in the first person without the cover of a male pseudo-
nym. Hibbard wrote a poem lamenting the affection of a Japanese woman, de-
scribing her as an exotic beauty. Holloway also wrote of carefully courting a
Japanese woman, secretly desiring a kiss. Descriptions of flowing silk in these
writings implicitly pointed to Japanese dress. Some included an even more ex-
plicit visual, including an illustration of a Japanese woman in a kimono, to ac-
company their writing.63

Despite the obvious homoeroticism of a white woman’s longing for a Japa-
nese woman, same-sex sexuality likely never entered the imagination for much
of heteronormative San Francisco. No public cultural discourse on desire in
terms of explicit heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual, or any sexual identity ex-
isted at the turn of the century. Underground literature on same-sex sexuality
circulated in the United States with little notice from larger society.64 Thus, the
gender-impersonating Smedley twin boys could reenact a Shakespearean love
story with little outrage over the sexual subtext of same-sex sexuality as well as
incest.65 Still, as innocent as performances of women declaring love for an-
other woman may have appeared, they carried great potential for alternative
readings during a time when “romantic friendships” between middle- and 
upper-class white women appeared relatively common.66 These works re-
flected a web of romanticism about Japanese femininity that served not only
the men who leafed through the Wasp but also the white women who may have
desired to engage intimately in Japanese femininity.67

At afternoon teas, affluent San Franciscans threw parties dressed in ki-
monos. Japanese luncheons became intensely popular among society women
weary of the monotony of English-style afternoon teas and matinée lunches.
White women took great care in accessorizing their homes and bodies for these
afternoon events. In full Japanese garb from the sandals to the haori, party-
goers chatted and ate “suimono,” “yakizakana,” “sashimi,” or a light snack
with “kuchitorimono” and “chawan mori.” 68 Items from the “Orient,” in-
cluding teacups from Turkey or China and even servants “only from Japan,”
added a distinct flavor to tea parties that left guests raving for days.69 Depart-
ment stores known for their “honest values,” such as Marks Brothers on Mar-
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ket Street, kept their prices competitive for the popular trend by slashing their
“lawn kimonas,” normally fifty cents, to nineteen cents.70

Moreover, Japanese femininity enhanced American womanhood, even its
most “classy” form. In 1907, Lady Teazle of the San Francisco Chronicle out-
lined the lives of rich and dignified women of the Bay Area on her “Society
Chat” page. In addition to her usual reports outlining the accomplishments of
local society women, one day she featured large pictures of two women in her
full-page column. One youthful brunette in her twenties, Mrs. B. O. Bruce,
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wore a tennis outfit and carried a racket while posing in front of the net. The
other, Mrs. J. Parker Whitney, a heavier, silver-haired woman, posed stoically,
clothed in more elegant attire. Sandwiched between these society women and
serving as a backdrop to the two photographs, a drawing of a Japanese woman
in a kimono sprouted from an enlarged flower. She daintily held a rice paper
umbrella over her shoulder as the rising sun of imperial Japan radiated behind
her. Although Lady Teazle had not included even a sentence on an upper-class
Japanese woman in San Francisco, she evoked the image of Japanese feminine
gentility in the use of a Japanese woman in the backdrop. For Teazle and per-
haps many of the well-to-do people of San Francisco, a Japanese woman’s fem-
ininity represented an ideal that even white society women could not evoke.71

Japanese San Franciscans wearing kimonos proved to be a pleasing attrac-
tion for city elites enraptured with Japanese aesthetic. The San Francisco
Women’s Board of Foreign Missions sent Japanese American community
leader Yonako Abiko a letter requesting that she wear her kimono when she
volunteered for a weekend excursion in Bolinas. “I trust that you will find it
convenient to take with you the Japanese costume. It will add so much to the
joy of the girls.” 72 In truth, wearing a kimono with its delicate fabric, many lay-
ers, and multiple ties around the waist would almost never be “convenient.”
Still, Abiko appeared familiar with this type of attention. When Abiko em-
barked on a cruise in 1907, the international passengers began applauding
upon her entry into the grand ball. She had worn a kimono at the request of
her fellow passengers.73 European friends as well constantly raved about the
beauty of the kimonos. Margherita Palmieri wrote:

I scarcely need to tell you how pleased I should be to have [your photo-
graph] in your pretty national costume if you have one to spare. In fact I
am wearing one at this moment, and I think you would be rather amused
if you could see it, as I was not able to get one thin enough for summer
wear I have had one made of art muslin such as they use for curtains and
I have made two paper chrysanthemums for my hair! 74

In perhaps a more unusual request among men, Western writer Charles War-
ren Stoddard expressed disappointment when Japanese immigrant poet Yone
Noguchi appeared before him in a shirt and tie rather than a kimono.75 For Jap-
anese immigrants who purposely wore Western dress in their daily lives, fulfill-
ing requests to wear kimonos became an obligatory second cross-dressing that
underlined their visibly Japanese origin.

Probably few, if any, white women wanted to become ethnically Japanese.
Even fewer would have believed that in wearing Japanese dress their race might
be perceived as Japanese. Yet, many of the middle and upper classes embraced
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the signifiers of Japanese womanhood to enhance their own lives amid shift-
ing gender trends. As the “New Woman” posed potential dangers of masculin-
izing women, white women enacted romantic femininity by incorporating
gendered Japanese bodies into their own lives, which remained securely white.
Masquerades provided a way to express desire and fantasy, as San Franciscans
hoped to enhance their most personal dimensions. For Japanese San Francis-
cans who hoped to be recognized as American with all of its attending privi-
leges, Japanese dress imagined, enacted, and at times requested by whites no
doubt reminded Japanese residents of their insurmountable alien status.

dressing “un-american”

While assimilationists might view adoption of Western clothes as the natural
course of immigration, Japanese San Franciscans could also be construed as
“queer,” particularly in comparison to other immigrant groups who also had
to undergo a distinct wardrobe change to accommodate American clothing
mores. Chinese San Franciscans dressed less visually “American” than their
Japanese counterparts by maintaining more of their Chinese clothing. Sino-
phobes focused on Chinese components of Chinese American dress to high-
light their alien existence in America. Among the Chinese, community disdain
for Western dress may have discouraged them from completely abandoning
their ethnic dress, as did the Japanese. As Chinese in the city created clothing
styles that reflected a fusion of both Western and Chinese influences, Japanese
San Franciscans’ wholesale absorption of Western dress might not appear so
“natural” after all.

At Golden Gate Park and on the city sidewalks, Chinese men appeared with
long queues, clothed in cotton tunics and Chinese shoes. On street corners and
public benches, Chinese women wore matching pantsuit-like outfits and
pulled their hair tightly back into neat buns.76 In San Francisco, where men
kept their hair cropped short and women wearing bloomers caused contro-
versy, Chinese men wearing long braided queues and women wearing pants
must have looked like a reversal of appropriate gender presentations.

While the wealthiest city inhabitants purchased exotic photographs of San
Francisco Chinese from photographer Arnold Genthe, the less wealthy and the
majority of the city participated in a more common discourse that poked fun
at the odd Chinese.77 In one 1901 illustrated satire in the Wasp, the Chinese
queue became an “American plait” when a young white girl following a Chi-
nese man eyed his queue, cut it off, and reattached it to her own head. In her
appropriation of the Chinese queue, crossings became a mix of mockery, de-
sire, and incorporation. In the image of a Chinese man wearing a gender
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marked braid, the cartoon likely underlined “odd” Chinese masculinity to
white San Franciscans.78 Through the last quarter of the twentieth century,
short stories, newspaper accounts, and political propaganda in the San Fran-
cisco area evoked Chinese as a queer version of men.79

Many Chinese were aware of the negative impact of their obviously Chinese
dress. One anonymous poet elaborated, “A loose gown with wide sleeves
brings only scurrilous remarks. And it gets you nowhere, even if you are mod-
ern in education.” 80 Attitudes toward Western dress held by the Chinese, who
frequently associated it with sexual excess and immoral character, may have
inhibited their adoption of such attire, despite the negative attention Chinese
dress brought. In the Chinese newspaper Chung Sai Yat Po, Western dress of-
ten appeared in advertisements that offered remedies for sexually transmitted
diseases. In December 1909, images of men wearing traditional Chinese cloth-
ing and advertisements sold goods and services in Chinese. On December 29,
however, an ad appeared for “Scott’s Santal Pepsin Capsules.” In the top cor-
ner appeared a headshot of a very Western-looking man. Dignified in appear-
ance, with cropped short hair and the requisite bushy mustache of the time, he
wore a jacket with a collared shirt and tie. His race remained indiscernible. It
was the only ad with the text appearing in both English and Chinese. “No cure,
no pay,” it read, “Curee quickly and permanently the worst cases of Gonorrhea
and Gleet, no matter how long standing.” For the Chinese, sexually transmit-
ted diseases and their remedies held an American component articulated
through the image of dress, style, and language.81

For writer Sui Sin Far, whom literary scholars have labeled the first Asian
American writer, American dress signaled duplicitous character.82 In her
works from the turn of the century, only her Asian villains appeared often 
in Western dress. In “A Chinese Ishmael,” Far depicts the villain as well-
acculturated into white America. Lum Choy, a scarred man of little integrity
who intends to pay a high bride price for Ku Yum, “curr[ied] the favor of white
people,” “w[ore] American clothes,” and “when it suit[ed] his convenience
passe[d] for a Japanese.” Far’s villain, Choy, notably in American dress, em-
bodies a despicable man, adopting the image of Western masculinity through
his attire. His duplicity is emphasized by his habit of passing as Japanese.83

Finally, poems in collected works published in San Francisco’s Chinatown
during the earliest years of the twentieth century reveal how American dress on
Chinese women signified illicit sexual freedom. Western clothing incited am-
bivalent reactions among individuals who recognized both its sexually provoc-
ative qualities as well as its disregard for displaying “appropriate” Chinese fem-
ininity. “All dolled up. Strolling along the street. She’s so elegant and sweet! She
dresses half Chinese, half American, she ties her loose temple hair with a bright
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silk ribbon. She shows her fashion expertise, not her feminine disposition.”
The sex appeal of American gender presentation implicated prostitute-like
qualities, as well. “We in the business of pleasing men must keep up with the
trend. . . . Doll ourselves like beautiful American-borns; Surely the men will
find us very pleasant.” 84 For Chinese San Franciscans, cross-dressing into male
or female American gender presentations held less than desirable connotations.

Still, as much as resident Chinese appeared alien to scrutinizing eyes, in fact
their appearance embodied little of anything authentically or uniquely Chi-
nese. Chinese San Franciscans’ dress was not composed of wholly Chinese en-
sembles. Their outfits reflected a blend of the cultural influences that perme-
ated San Francisco’s Chinatown. In his detailed study of early San Francisco
Chinatown photographs, historian John Kuo Wei Tchen observed that as alien
as the Chinese seemed to white San Franciscans, the immigrants’ physical ap-
pearance hardly reflected Chinese traditionalism. Photographs reveal the ma-
jority of the Chinese population in cotton tunic tops, cloth shoes, pants, and
wide-brimmed hats. Though the tunics and cloth shoes came from China, the
pants and Hamburg style felt hats did not. While Chinese immigrants did in-
deed adopt bits and pieces of American dress, such as wide-brimmed hats, they
remained for the most part visibly Chinese to the San Francisco eye.85 Sadly,
anti-Chinese sentiment would not disappear with a mere wardrobe change.
Western dress would have brought no substantive benefits from xenophobes
who would have easily found another characteristic to condemn as Chinese in-
tractability. For those Chinese who found comfort largely within San Fran-
cisco Chinatown, any shifts to more drastically abandon Chinese dress and risk
alienation would have made less than perfect sense.

Interestingly, whereas scholars of Chinese America such as Judy Yung and
John Kuo Wei Tchen never explain perhaps the more “natural” phenomena of
retaining cultural markers in clothing, Japanese American historians such as
Yuji Ichioka and Eiichiro Azuma take time to elucidate the adoption of West-
ern dress among Japanese immigrants. If these scholars’ decisions to dwell on
certain transformations and not on others are any indication of which events
are more worthy of explanation, then Japanese San Franciscans and their per-
vasive American masquerades might have been a unique immigrant phenom-
enon. Additional research by Barbara Kawakami, Daniel Masterson, and
Sayako Funada-Classen also suggest that Japanese immigrants in Hawaii and
Latin America during the same period largely chose to maintain Japanese dress
when plantation work did not dictate what they could wear.86 Though urban
xenophobes declared the Chinese and their Chinese dress odd, Japanese San
Franciscans may have in fact proved queer in their American masquerades.
Moreover, que(e)rying Japanese immigrants’ Western dress, questioning it
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and also highlighting its potentially odd nature in the face of other immigrants
who did not shed their ethnic dress, draws attention to the assumptions and
perhaps unfair expectations we continue to put on our newer Americans.

Still, even if San Francisco Japanese deliberately dressing Western proved
odd, their masquerades became a very real and perhaps “natural” part of their
identities—a mindful presentation of themselves that reflected the hard-
ships they experienced in America. Their location in an urban setting, within
a largely white American population, and their desire to gain equal access to
privileges of American citizenship could logically add up to Western dress.
Youfuku in San Francisco remained a clothing style borne out of the conflict
inherent to Asian life in America and almost immediately became an ordinary
part of Japanese immigrants’ identity.

conclusion

In the early twentieth century, gender and cultural impersonations existed in
many forms and held various implications. Collectively, they illuminated the
ways individuals used gender and sexual imagination to enhance their lives
and create identities that physical bodies limited or to enact desires that social
proscriptions prohibited.87 Theatrical gender impersonators drew audiences
by magically defying gender. Women who wore men’s clothes in daily life ac-
cessed traditionally male spheres of public life. Urban whites sought to “color”
themselves for entertainment, as they enacted Asian personae. For the Japa-
nese who dressed Western, cross-dressing represented their hopes of accessing
the “American dream” during xenophobic times. Masquerades appeared to
have positive value as acts of self-determination.

Yet taken apart, gender impersonations carried implications distinct from
those of race. While categories of gender appeared immutable, San Franciscans
appeared less threatened at the theatrical gender crossings which appeared as
magic. Both theatrical and daily gender masquerades enjoyed a degree of ac-
ceptability in which participants effectively passed. In theater, actors drew
sold-out audiences and respectable fame. Individuals such as Mrs. William
Krieger and Babe Bean enjoyed aspects of work and leisure that would have
been unavailable to them in female dress.88 While municipal laws prohibited
wearing clothes of a different sex, those who dressed across gender profited to
some degree.

Similarly, Japanese San Franciscans hoped to access privileges by passing as
American through more conventional forms of cross-dressing. Their attire,
though, held little novelty. Japanese immigrants’ Western transformation on
the streets of San Francisco hardly raised an eyebrow. Still, the social normalcy
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of a specific masquerade did not necessarily bring its due privileges, nor did it
signal a successful crossing. While turn-of-the-century San Francisco re-
mained largely mystified and complimentary about gender crossings, they
perceived American masquerades by Asians as hardly impressive.89 So banal
would the course of assimilation appear that those who resisted it, such as the
Chinese, would come under fire for their intractable alienness.

Notably, race-based impersonations in theater diverged significantly in their
intent than did those of gender. While the success of gender crossing relied
heavily on its authentic presentation, racial impersonation drew audiences
precisely for its fictional mockery. In 1900 Little Blanche Trelease impressed
audiences with her “laughable Chinese imitations” in Brownies in Fairyland.90

In productions such as The Geisha, The Mikado, and First Born, all marked as
“comedy,” narratives mocked and infantilized Chinese as well as Japanese.
Other cities, such as London, New York, and Chicago, criticized unfair depic-
tions in theater, some going as far as to ban specific productions out of respect
for the Japanese government. Japanese immigrant poet Yone Noguchi noted,
“The vogue of the Mikado or the Geisha, a comic opera, made my true Japa-
nese heart pained, as I thought it was a blasphemy against Japan; how often I
wished to shout from the pit or gallery on its absurdity.” 91 In their pejorative
parody of Chinese and Japanese individuals, San Francisco whites seemed to
care little about what Asians in America might think.

As different as gender and race impersonations appeared to be, they re-
semble each other in their relationship to power. As categories of gender and
its access to power grew increasingly unstable through the 1920s, gender am-
biguity appeared more threatening. Men obsessed with their masculinity more
actively defended it against the rising tide of white-collar work, educated
women, and female activists. Unconventional gender presentations grew more
explicitly linked to “homosexuality” in popular thought.92 Biographer Louis
Sullivan noted that when Babe Bean found it increasingly unacceptable to be a
“biological woman living as man,” she changed her name to Jack Bee Garland
to remake herself more deliberately as a man.93 With the disintegration of “sep-
arate spheres,” female impersonation no longer could appear as baffling and
thrilling acts of pure magic. During the 1920s, impersonators increasingly be-
came viewed as deviant performing homosexuals rather than as performance
artists. By 1930 authorities banning theatrical cross-dressing forced most of
America’s thousands of female impersonators out of business.94

To xenophobic whites in 1900, however, unstable definitions of race may
have proved more threatening than gender ambiguity. As more rigid categories
of gender allowed gender impersonators to pass effectively and with approval,
contestable legal categories of race appeared unstable, as evidenced by the con-
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stant reinforcement of nonwhiteness in the courts and in legislation.95 As Jap-
anese immigrants battled discriminatory naturalization laws, alien land laws,
and antimiscegenation laws, white xenophobes likely sensed slippages in their
hold on power and privilege. Ironically, visual categories of gender proved
much more permeable than Japanese who remained marked “Mongoloid,”
even in Western dress.96 As gender impersonators passed and profited, Japa-
nese immigrants unable to pass successfully as “American” lost out. And
though American xenophobes criticized the Chinese as unassimilable for their
Chinese dress, they offered few favors to the Japanese for their Western dress.

As much as ethnic masquerades reinscribed relationships of racial power
and gender and sexual normativity, they also unearthed the infinite contradic-
tions embedded within the city’s social hierarchies.97 Though some local San
Franciscans embraced the feminine kimono, Japanese in the city hardly felt
welcomed by local residents. For Japanese San Franciscans, downplaying their
ethnicity would prove to be one strategy of survival. For local whites, race
would serve as a source of privilege to dabble in different cultures with few
repercussions.98 Fantasies of race and ethnicity may have additionally served as
one vehicle for white men to express interracial romance and white women 
to express homoerotic as well as interracial desire.99 Cultural critic Eric Lott
thus noted how masquerades “became less of a repetition of power relations”
and more of a “distorted mirror” that signified displacements and discontinu-
ities and that illuminated a “peculiar American structure of racial feeling.” Lit-
erary critic Laura Browder also highlighted the American tradition of “self-
invention” and “testaments to the porousness of ethnic identity,” particularly
in California.100

Perhaps for some, identity proved porous. Yet for many more it did not. Pre-
cisely because limitations posed by biology and social proscriptions proved
physically impermeable, San Franciscans resorted to their imaginations to es-
cape or stretch social reality. Masquerades on many levels crossed various
boundaries drawn by sociolegal prohibitions as well as physical bodies. As in-
dividuals committed these acts deliberately under the cover of social accept-
ability, masquerades revealed how imagination created viable virtual realities
within constraining physical actualities. As much as racial categories and thus
racial privileges appeared to constantly have potential for redefinition and re-
distribution, in fact its marker appeared more distinct and less permeable for
the many San Franciscans who remained indelibly marked at the turn of the
century. Scientists believed that innate characteristics distinguished not just
men from women but also Chinese, Japanese, and African Americans from
whites.101 Though racial categories faced a legacy of public blurring through
the contestations of language, biological reason, and mixed-race individuals, it
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would nonetheless be a racial fluidity more readily available for those who
could pass as whites or even “dark white.” 102

For Japanese San Franciscans, their near future appeared more inflexible
than for those who perceived California as a place of “porous ethnic iden-
tity.” 103 After the enactment of the 1913 Alien Land Act, the first major anti-
Japanese legislation in California banning Japanese land ownership and re-
stricting their tenancy, the Japanese community began a new mission of
assimilating Japanese immigrants. Titled gaimenteki doka or external assimi-
lation, it required conforming physical appearance and environment to Euro-
pean American ways that paralleled what the “educated” Japanese had been
advocating since the 1890s. By 1915 Japanese immigrant women passing
through Angel Island most likely wore Western dress. When Michi Kawaii, an
activist for the YWCA, visited California to educate herself on Japanese immi-
grants and their living conditions, she described picture brides as looking
“queer,” “for no one had told them their huge pompadours stuffed with ‘rats’
had long since gone out of style in America, and their efforts to beautify them-
selves with an excessive use of powders resulted only in giving an impression
of uncleanness.” 104 For Japanese who dressed in Western clothes, their mas-
querades signified only the beginning of a longer struggle between their opti-
mism and the reality of overcoming a race-conscious society despite their vi-
sually marked bodies.
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